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Abstract
Existing explanations for several major phenomena in physics may need to be reconsidered in light of the description of a natural force termed KELEA (kinetic energy
limiting electrostatic attraction). Three examples are selected for discussion in this
paper: i) The proposed wave-particle duality of electrons; ii) cold fusion; and iii) superconductivity. The current interpretations of these enigmatic concepts are incomplete and not fully validated by scientific methods. The observations underlying these
processes are seemingly consistent with KELEA acting as a repelling force between
opposite electrical charges. Relatively simple experiments can be designed to either
confirm or exclude KELEA in these and in various other currently perplexing physical phenomena.
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1. Introduction
A natural force termed KELEA (kinetic energy limiting electrostatic attraction) has
been described in regards to the activation of water and other fluids [1] [2] [3] [4]. The
proposed fundamental role of KELEA is to prevent the fusion and possible annihilation
of electrostatically attracted opposite electrical charges. It may also explain the repulsion
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between positive and negative electrical charges. Within water, KELEA leads to a loosening of the hydrogen bonding of the water molecules [5]. These changes decrease the
surface tension and increase the volatility of the water [6]. Moreover, KELEA activated
water can enhance various biological activities, resulting in human, animal and agricultural benefits [7].
KELEA may also be related to various scientific phenomena. For example, environmental levels of KELEA may be subject to natural fluctuations, which may explain minor changes in measured weights of solid objects over time [8]. KELEA may also accompany cosmic rays and participate in the formation of cloud condensation nuclei
(CCN) in helping to maintain the cloud barrier to solar global warming [9].
Quantum mechanics and other aspects of modern physics are predicated on the assumption that certain physical phenomena defy rational explanations in terms of intuitive, commonsense thinking. The concept of KELEA may help in reconciling some of
the outstanding controversies, which are largely based on a belief system rather than
formal proof. Such considerations may, in turn, shed further light into KELEA and its
many potential applications within science and industry. This paper provides three
examples of how the concept of KELEA may be relevant to modern physics.

2. Wave-Particle Duality of Electrons as Evidenced
by the Double Slit Experiment
KELEA provides an alternative to wave-particle duality of electrons and other entities
[10]. The argument that electrons have an intrinsic wave property is largely based on
theoretical prediction [11] and actual observations [12] [13] made when a stream of individual electrons is transmitted through two adjacent slits onto a detecting screen. It is
hypothesized that the individual electrons are traveling as a wave, which simultaneously
enters the two slits and emerges as separate waves. The two emerging waves seemingly
interact in a constructive and destructive interference pattern prior to contacting the
detecting screen. Upon reaching the detecting screen the leading edge of the composite
wave is thought to “collapse” to yield an electron particle. The explanation of the
double slit experiment is further complicated by assertions to the effect that if the electrons are detected either as they pass through the slits or even after they have passed
through the slits but before striking the detection screen, then the interference pattern
is no longer observed. Instead the individual electrons are detected as if they passed
through the slits as discrete particles and landed on the detecting screen directly aligning to the positions of the two slits.
The necessity of ascribing an intrinsic wave quality to electrons is obviated by assuming that KELEA comprises an actual wave function that can accompany electrons
as they traverse space. In other words, rather than considering electrons as being both
particles and waves, they may simply be particles accompanied by KELEA.
According to this scenario, the KELEA accompanying the electron extends as a field
well beyond the physical confines of the electron. The wave-like function of KELEA
would pass through both slits, while the individual electron particles would go through
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one or other of the two slits. The KELEA going through the non-electron traversing slit
would be expected to re-associate with the KELEA remaining with the traversing electron, presumably in a fluctuating wave-like manner. Resulting regions of increased
KELEA may exert a mutually attracting influence on the traversing electron, causing
the electron to veer either towards or away from the center of the detecting screen. Such
variable interactions of the electrons with KELEA coming from both slots could yield
the overall multiple banding pattern of apparent constructive and destructive interference. Rather than attracting a waveform, it has also been proposed that particles could
induce a waveform within its surrounding environment [14]. The example cited is that
of ripples developing on water onto which a silicone drop is allowed to bounce. The
ripples can be reflected from different surfaces and, thereby, provide a “pilot wave” that
can affect the horizontal motion of the silicone drop [15].
The foundation of the double slit experiment was an early effort to prove that light
comprises waves in addition to photons. Somewhat analogous to the “pilot wave” explanation, it could be argued that the fluctuating electrical and magnetic fields are responses to the moving photons. The fields are, therefore, locally induced reactions to the
photons and not intrinsically parts of the photons. The induced fluctuating electrical
fields could, however, attract KELEA. By converging multiple fluctuating lights to a
central location, it was possible to increase the attraction of KELEA [16]. This principle,
as well as a similar approach using bidirectional electrical currents, has been used in
KELEA activation of water [17].
As noted above, electrons apparently behave as particles in the double slit experiment
if they are monitored during their movement towards the detecting screen. The association of KELEA with the electron is reversible and can be at least partially withdrawn
by competing electrical charges [9]. This could occur by the operation of the electronic
equipment needed to determine the actual slit through which each individual electron
is passing or has passed. Therefore, it is possible that efforts at determining the slit
through which each electron had passed, are simply removing the influence of KELEA
on the trajectories of the electrons.
In terms of providing fresh insight into KELEA, it is notable that interference patterns are also seen with protons [18], neutrons [19] and even whole molecules [20] [21]
[22] [23]. KELEA attraction to protons is expected because of their positive electrical
charge. For neutrons, however, it has to be assumed that positive and negative electrical
charges of the quarks may also need to bind with KELEA to prevent electrical fusion
[24]. With regards to more complex molecules, they possess ample electrical charges to
attract KELEA. As discussed below, many dipolar molecules are particularly effective in
attracting KELEA from the environment with its subsequent transfer to water.

3. Cold Fusion
The essence of the1989 report of “cold fusion” by Fleischmann and Pons is that electrolysis of deuterium water (heavy water) using palladium as the cathode and lithium
deuteroxide as the electrolyte, leads after some time to transient periods (bursts) of
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greater heating of the water than attributable to the electrical input into the system [25].
The investigators further reported that low levels of tritium, neutrons and gamma rays
were being released from the fluid. The formation of tritium was ascribed to nuclear fusion of deuterium atoms trapped (condensed) within the palladium cathode. Nuclear
fusion would also explain the release of gamma rays. Deuterium fusion was further
presumed to be leading to the production of helium; accounting for the proposed release of neutrons. The most striking conclusion, however, was that most of the deuterium fusion-derived energy was occurring as heat [26] [27]. The strong bias towards
heat production rendered the supposed fusion process far more efficient and safer than
the standard high temperature and pressure induced nuclear fusion in nuclear power
plants [28]. Potentially the new process, termed “cold fusion,” or more formally “Low
Energy Nuclear Reaction (LENR)”and “Chemically Assisted Nuclear Reaction (CANR)”
could provide much of the world’s energy needs (www.lenr-canr.org).
The reports by Dr. Fleischmann and his colleagues withheld important details regarding methodology and reliability of the findings; presumably to help protect anticipated commercial benefits [29]. Yet the provocative although incomplete publications,
stimulated many efforts to replicate and clarify the findings. Using similar systems,
various investigators were able to confirm the excess heat occurring during long-term
electrolysis of deuterium water using palladium as the cathode [30] [31] [32]. Detailed
analyses have also included the additional energy output involved in the electrolysis
dissociation of deuterium water to deuterium gas and oxygen. The majority of these
investigators failed, however, to validate the presence of tritium, neutrons or gamma
waves; questioning whether nuclear reactions were actually occurring [33] [34] [35].
The focus shifted to the detection by some investigators of helium, another indicator of
likely nuclear fusion [36] [37] [38]. The standard method of helium analysis has been to
pass the electrolysis gas through low temperature charcoal prior to spectroscopy. The
charcoal is intended to remove oxygen and deuterium gas, but not helium. In reality,
charcoal can weakly bind helium, which is commonly used in the spectroscopic laboratories. Dissociation of some charcoal-bound helium by the electrolysis gases could potentially explain the positive results from the cold fusion advocates [39] [40] [41]. It is
also possible that small amounts of helium could have preexisted in the palladium electrode and simply be displaced by the deuterium gas [42] [43] [44].
Cold fusion research has steadily contradicted some of the earlier assumptions, while
generally confirming the unexplained increased production of heat. Among the major
developments is the finding that not all palladium electrodes are effective. Indeed, palladium is no longer regarded as being critical in the choice of electrodes since different
metals, such as tin, nickel, titanium, gold, etc. can be used [45] [46]. Nor is deuterium
critical since excess heat output over energy input can occur in electrolysis with regular
(light) water [46] [47] [48]. The proposed concept has emerged that either hydrogen or
deuterium gas is condensed via electrolysis within the lattice structures of certain metals and other materials, in a manner that can leads to atomic fusion. For certain compounds, such as zeolites, no electrolysis is needed since direct infusion with deuterium
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can lead to an increased temperature [49]. Similarly, even after the current to the electrodes in electrolysis is discontinued, the electrolysis fluid can continue to heat beyond
the environmental temperature [50].
The primary argument that the excess heat being generated is derived by an intrinsic
nuclear reaction is obviated by the concept of KELEA as an externally derived force.
Many studies indicate an association of electrolysis with activation of water and, therefore, with KELEA becoming incorporated into the water [1] [2] [3] [4]. It is noteworthy
that in addition to generating hydrogen gas at the cathode and oxygen gas at the anode,
a third stream of vapor bubbles can commonly be observed during electrolysis of water.
This steam of vapor bubbles emerges midway between the two electrodes, which is the
interface between the opposite electrical charges emanating from the electrodes. The
stream of vapor bubbles is likely to comprise KELEA activated water molecules, which
subsequently become mixed with the oxygen and hydrogen gases coming from the
anode and cathode, respectively.
Various industrial, agricultural and medical uses have been described for this water
vapor gas, usually when used along with the electrolysis induced hydrogen and oxygen
gases. For example, the use of the gas in welding was first described by Rhodes and
Henes [51] and later shown by Yul Brown, for whom the gas is named [52] [53]. When
ignited, Brown’s gas has a temperature of approximately 135˚C in air. Yet the flame can
transfer high amounts of heat into various materials, including the ability to melt
tungsten at >3000˚C [54]. Indeed, temperatures reaching nearly 6000˚C have been
achieved [55].
Brown’s gas that is not ignited can be bubbled through regular water as a relatively
easy method for attracting KELEA into water for human and animal consumption [56].
Pain relief from various medical conditions is achievable by simply applying Brown’s
gas over the affected areas [57].
Electrolysis of water can be achieved without any external energy supply by submerging two electrodes comprising materials with differing electrochemical potential
into an electrolyte containing water solution and connecting the electrodes with a conducting wire. Alessandro Volta originally described this process, as well as defining the
relative electrochemical potential of various metals [58]. His work led to the development of batteries, essentially by placing two dissimilar metals in contact with electrolytes, so as to allow electrical transmission between the metals. Using suitable resistance
in the connecting wire, the electrical transmission can be rendered intermittent, essentially providing on-off switching. This simple procedure is comparable to more complicated electrical on-off switching devices, which have also been used to activate water.
Examples include devices based on the beam ray of Royal Raymond Rife [59], the multiwave oscillator of Georges Lakhovsky [60], and the pulsed magnetic device of Panos
Pappas [61].
Many dipolar compounds with separated electrical charges can directly absorb
KELEA from the environment and transfer the energy to nearby water, possibly in an
oscillatory manner. Prominent examples include zeolites, humic acids, mica, shungite
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(a fullerene product from Russia), ground volcanic rock, magnesium oxide and others
[1] [2] [3]. It is not unreasonable to assume that even the electrons in a deuterium infused palladium electrode may occasionally create a highly efficient KELEA attracting
antenna. Once water is sufficiently activated, its separated electrical charges can also attract further KELEA.
The transfer of kinetic energy to the water will result in a rise in temperature. This
has been measured as increased infrared radiation emitted from water in which ground
and heated volcanic rock pellets have been added. Since KELEA activated water has a
lower specific heat compared to regular water, the same amount of energy input will
increase the temperature of activated water beyond that of non-activated water [6]. Activated water can evaporate at a reduced temperature, further leading to increased estimates of the amounts of hydrogen and oxygen gas being formed during electrolysis.
Finally, KELEA may also increase the ionization of the atmosphere surrounding the
water. This could possibly influence the readings on certain electronic devices, such as
scintillation counters.
KELEA can be attracted from the environment using various additional devices.
Among the simplest are spaces enclosed within materials with alternating electrically
conductive and insulating properties. Wilhelm Reich used such chambers to activate
water upon the assumption that the chambers were capturing an external energy force
that he termed Orgone [62]. He once demonstrated the increased ambient temperature
within such a chamber to Albert Einstein [63], who seemingly failed to appreciate its
significance [64].
Another emerging concept among cold fusion advocates is possible transmutation,
that is, the induced conversion of an element to another element. Although not well
documented, there have been suggestions of iron detection on gold cathodes [65] [66]
and copper formation on nickel electrodes, during electrolysis in deuterium water. Not
surprisingly, there have been similar claims for formation of various elements on electrodes used for the production of Brown’s gas [54] [55]. The mineral identification is
generally performed using Energy Dispersive X-Ray Spectra (EDX) analyses. EDX
measures the energy levels of inner electrons between the K and L shells, which can be
used as distinguishing characteristics of different minerals [67]. If KELEA can affect the
strength of opposing electrical charges, it is conceivable that it may have an effect on
the inner electron orbits, thereby, potentially yielding slightly anomalous results. This
question arose in EDX studies on minerals within KELEA attracting particles, which
form in certain virus infected cell cultures. EDX analyses clearly suggested the presence
of titanium along with other elements that were never added to the cultures [68].
Whether it reflects true transmutation or an artifact of EDX caused by KELEA needs to
be resolved. Studies with the flame of ignited Brown’s gas have shown reduced measured radioactivity of 60cobalt [69]. This could either reflect transmutation or interference with the reliability of the measuring device.
Although not the primary topic of this paper, KELEA activated water shows clear
evidence of abiotic chemical synthesis of lipid-related molecules [68].
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4. Superconductivity
Electrons can be moved through certain materials in response to an applied positive
electrical charge (voltage). The movement of electrons as particles can be impeded by
the outstanding positive electrical charges of the protons of the atoms comprising the
material. The moving electrons can also induce a minor magnetic field, acting in the
reverse of the direction of the electrons. If electrons were waves, their movement could
also be potentially impeded by vibrational waves (phonons) occurring within the material [70]. The availability and positioning of electrons, which can be moved through a
material varies widely between different types of materials. The inverse relationship
between the numbers of moving electrons (current) and the applied voltage is referred
to as electrical resistance, which typically corresponds to the production of heat occurring within the material. The heat is attributed to the transduction of electrical energy
to thermal energy due to friction of the electrons.
A complete absence of resistance to electrical currents, termed superconductivity
[71] [72], can occur with some materials under certain circumstances. It was initially
identified at temperatures barely above absolute zero, with an example being liquid helium maintained below 2.17˚K [73]. More recently, materials are being identified that
also show no electrical resistance, but up to far higher temperatures, although still considerably below room temperature. By definition, there is no electron friction and essentially no magnetic field generated in these “high temperature” superconductors. It is
as if below a critical temperature, the moving electrons abruptly disengage from the
positive electrostatic charges of the protons. One suggestion for explaining this phenomenon is that the electrostatic attraction is nullified when electrons engage in pair formations. The paired electrons are thought to remain physically separated, yet they still
apparently need to overcome the normal electrical repulsion between negatively
charged particles. For very low temperature superconductivity and possibly some examples of high temperature superconductivity, the paired electrons (Cooper pairs) may
become coupled by phonons oscillating between the two electrons [74]. It is proposed
that the positive charges within the conducting material are unable to distort the pair
formation if interactive with only one of the electrons comprising each set of paired
electrons.
Recent consideration is being given to other potential electron coupling mechanisms
in high temperature superconductors. One suggestion is reciprocating electron spin
[75]. The pairing may also be occurring between high-energy outer shell electrons
(heavy electrons) [76] [77] or between electrons with reduced mass and/or electrical
charges (majorana fermions) [78]. It seems that the efficiency of higher temperature
superconductivity correlates with increasing numbers of electron pairs and with smaller
sized pairs.
A more straightforward suggestion is that KELEA directly reduces electrical resistance by simply voiding the electrostatic attractions between electrical-driven electrons
and the positive charges within the conducting materials. KELEA could also help compel the movements of electrons by adding to their mutually repulsive force. Consistent
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with the involvement of KELEA in electrical transmission, there are anecdotal observations suggesting that household electrical bills can be reduced by strategically placing
sets of magnets on both electrical and plumbing lines. If true, the magnets could possibly
be directing an inflow of KELEA into the electrical line, thereby creating less resistance.
There is a convergence between the types of complex molecules being utilized in superconducting research and compounds being suggested for use as cathodes in cold fusion reactions. While some of these compounds are naturally occurring, others are being either completely synthesized or are unique combinations of elements not normally
found together in Nature. Some of this research comes under the heading of Condensed Matter Nuclear Science (CMNS). Examples of compounds, which feature in
both superconductivity and cold fusion research are zeolites (aluminosilicates), especially if doped with additional metallic species [79]; perovskite organometal structures
[80], such as methyl ammonium lead iodide; cuprates; fullerenes; clathrates; dendrimers;
and aromatic hydrocarbons [81] [82] [83] [84] [85]. Prior heating in non-oxidizing environments can commonly enhance their subsequent reactivities when tested under
standardized conditions.
Similar groupings of products are being studied for their opticoelectronics properties, such as uses in electrical transmission within solar panels [86]. These products
have marked dipolar characteristics, criteria that can render a material effective as an
antenna able to attract KELEA. It will be surprising if KELEA is not playing a major
role in the physics of “condensed matter”.

5. Conclusions
Scientific progress commonly follows the formulation of an alternative explanation,
which challenges an accepted and seemingly proven scientific belief. If sufficiently
plausible, the newly offered explanation reduces the standing of the previously accepted
belief to that of being plausible but not proven. Experiments can then be conducted to
differentiate between the two competing alternatives. If the experiments disprove one
of the alternatives, the surviving explanation is likely to gain in status to an accepted belief. This designation is, nevertheless, only provisional and removed if a new alternative,
plausible explanation emerges.
The increasing electrostatic attraction of approaching opposite electrical charges
would seemingly lead to the fusion and possible annihilation of the charges were it not
for the intervention of a countervailing force. In the case of an electron directly approaching a proton, it clearly enters into an orbit, yielding a hydrogen atom. This
change in electron trajectory requires kinetic force acting upon the electron. The concept of kinetic energy was actually developed not from this consideration, but from the
movement patterns of dissolving and non-dissolved particles of neutral red dye suspended in activated water. Unlike the slowly expanding circular spread of dissolving
dye in non-activated water, the dye particles proceeded in a to-and-fro movement
leading to long streaks of dye. Moreover, in clusters of non-dissolved particles, individual
particles would be periodically rejected from the cluster. The particles would slowly
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return towards the cluster only to be repelled once again. Many additional observations
have since been recorded that are consistent with the existence of KELEA.
Sufficient information is, therefore, available regarding KELEA to design meaningful
experiments. These experiments can include testing whether KELEA can i) affect the
trajectory of electrons; ii) raise the temperature of fluids; and iii) diminish electrical resistance. The testing can then be directly applied to the systems on which the conventional concepts are based. Thus, KELEA can be imposed onto the two-slit experiment,
electrolysis of deuterium water and an electrical circuit. If effects do occur, they may
become adapted to useful quantitative assays for KELEA.
The three examples chosen for discussion in this paper can be extended to many additional possible involvements of KELEA in other enigmatic physical phenomena. Examples of such analyses will be provided in subsequent publications.
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